UI Design Video Course 2

Mobile App Design
Let’s go High Fidelity

Hello!

!

Thank you for purchasing our second UI course! Your support
means the world to us!
To start, just log-in using your purchase email at
https://hype4.academy
The course will be released as four 1-hour long episodes every week
starting July 8th, with a 2-week break after the first two episodes.
During this break we will ask you - the first students enrolled in this
course some questions to tailor the second part exactly to what the
majority of designers need. We want this to be truly helpful!
For the full course outline, go to
https://hype4.academy/ui-course-2

This course covers high-fidelity design in mobile apps, but it’s absolutely
essential that you already know the basics of app design. If you finished
our first Mobile App UI Course, you should be fine to continue with this
one. If not, and you realize the difficulty here is a little too high, you can
always get course 1 here:
https://hype4.academy/ui-course-1

Designing User Interfaces
If you want to learn even more, you can do
so with our University acclaimed ebook Designing User Interfaces with over 500
pages of materials on everything UI-design.
Use the code: 35HighFidelity to get 35% off!
https://gum.co/uibook

Accessibility resources

Accessibility vs Design trends
Here’s my Medium take on how accessibility doesn’t have to fight the
design trends.
https://uxdesign.cc/accessibility-vs-design-trends-aeb24a45ef4?
sk=cade4ea5a2602a472aa570322da343fd

Designing for accessibility is not that hard
by Pablo Stanley
https://uxdesign.cc/designing-for-accessibility-is-not-that-hardc04cc4779d94

Accessibility guidelines for UX Designers
by Avinash Kaur
https://uxdesign.cc/accessibility-guidelines-for-a-ux-designerc3ba775539be

Feedback
If you purchased the option “with feedback” of this course, you will be
eligible for a certificate review at the end. We will reveal the way of
sharing your work with us once all the course segments are completed.

If you went with “Just the course” option, you will not get feedback, but
you can still fill out the survey we’ll do in the middle to suggest things that
will be beneficial to learn and we will take all the suggestions into serious
consideration. Promise! :)

If you have any questions or need clarifications, you can reach out to me
on Twitter @michalmalewicz

